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Abstract. The rapidly growth urbanization and using high-intensity land in
urban areas recently are hot topics interested in researchers of 2-3-4D GIS (2-
dimensional, 3-dimensional, and 4-dimensional geographic information system)
more and more by the shapes of high-rise buildings (buildings) of diversity and
abundance located on limited land funds. This problem is a big challenge for
researchers of 2-3-4D GIS, how they can visually represent it into the 2D
computer screen. This paper proposes to build space-data storage structures and
to develop 3D space data interpolation algorithms (IA and NCA) for visual
representation of buildings located on limited land funds in 3D geographical
scientific space. This paper also presents experiments by these 3D bodies to
represent visualization of buildings. Through these experimental results show
able to support the authorities apply for management stages of urban techniques
infrastructures in the near future.

Keywords: Limited land funds � 2-3-4D GIS � Spatial database
IA and NCA

1 Introduction

The increase in population, the demand for education as well as employment, and the
policies of receiving immigrants in large cities are always expanding. Therefore, the
demand of using high-intensity land [1] requires that we need to develop data structures
three-dimensional (3D) space to manage the space object 2-3-4D located on the land
fund limited. This management is a major challenge for GIS researchers 2-3-4D,
because the shape of the buildings is very rich and diverse in the code samples.

Due to the increasing population and the influx of immigrants into the major cities,
leading to more and more land in the urban area, which had limited far more limited.
The problem set for the authorities was to develop the planning of buildings, taking the
space above the land fund to make up for limited. This is the basis for this paper
proposed the structures of spatial data storage and spatial data interpolation algorithms
for 3D space.

To build a high-rise building that is the combination of the components as point,
line, surface, and blocks. This paper applies the method B-REP (Boundary
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Representations) to represent the object 0-1-2-2.5-3D based on the elements already
defined in advance, including: point, line, surface, and blocks. In which, the Line could
be the line segment, the arch, the circle; Surface may be flat, the surface polygons
created by the circle, cone, the surface of the cylinder; Solid is the expansion of the
surfaces to gig the 3D blocks, the blocks can: box, cone, cylinder, the combination of
this block or a block of any [2, 3]. Therefore, appropriate B-REP method to gig for the
space object has a shape often, artificial, and scalar. B-REP focuses on building objects
and relationships between them [4].

The objective of this paper is to propose building the data storage structures and
developed the 3D space data interpolation algorithms to visual representation of the
high-rise building in 3D geography science space. The construction of the data storage
structures in this space in order to minimize the storage of spatial data with the data
interpolation algorithms for 3D space, to support to solve some part of land fund
management problem limited.

The next section of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents overview
of studies, reviews and suggestions. Section 3 performs to develop data storage
structures and interpolation algorithms of 3D space data. Section 4 illustrates experi-
ments with the spatial components to build a high-rise building in 3D geography
science space. Section 5 presents the results achieved and the development direction in
the future. The final section is reference documents.

2 The Data Models of 3D and 4D GIS

2.1 Overview of the Data Models of 3D and 4D GIS

Over the years, researchers have proposed various models of data space, time, and
semantics 3-4D. These models have great contribution in the development history of
the 0-1-2-2.5-3-4D GIS. This contribution was evidenced through the GIS model is the
author of proposals in the past, as follows.

2.1.1 3D Cadastral Model
In 2017, author Yuan Ding and associates [1] proposed the extrusion approach based
on non-overlapping footprints (EABNOF) to build the geometry model and topology in
the 3D Cadastral Model. EABNOF handles the case of complex 3D blocks. To reach
EABNOF, the overlap between the overlapping traces of the input data files will be
removed, including the division of the extrusion and processing traces of cadastral
objects to fit together. The trace against new cross was born will be extruded to
produce the original copies. To build the geometry model and topology for cadastral
objects, there are 3 proposed evaluation criteria to identify and remove the excess from
the original and then the original version of the composition space the same 3D or the
features of the link structure will be incorporated. Special sections of EABNOF
approach that groups of authors have applied to 2D data sets. The author team has
tested two types of structures on the Pozi verifies EABNOF approach: a complicated
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building and the furniture. EABNOF based on the traces of the 2D cadastral data sets
and especially consistent with areas of the sets of 2D cadastral data to setting 3D
cadastral system with lower costs.

2.1.2 TUDM Model
TUDM was a model of 4D spatial - temporal data proposed by N.G.T. Anh and
coworkers in 2012 [5]. These authors have focused on developing a time dimension to
integrate into the known 3D GIS space model. The time dimension in TUDM can be a
time or a time period. The birth and extinction time of an object in TUDM can either be
in the real world or be recorded in the database. TUDM can represent and store not
only the evolutionary history of 0D, 1D, 2D objects but also the life cycle of 3D
objects.

2.1.3 VRO-DLOD3D Model
The VRO-DLOD3D model was proposed by P.V. Dang and colleagues in 2017 [6].
The author group has researched and developed a visual representation of geographic
features (people, buildings and geospatial space) along with relationships (blood
relations, social relations, previous conviction relations, previous offence relations and
vital relations) in three dimensions at different levels of detail, serving the protection of
security and social order and safety in the area. The author group also presents data in
forms through a number of typical queries at different levels of detail.

2.1.4 UDM Model
UDM (Urban Data Model) was a model of spatial data proposed by Coors in 2003 [7]
based on four basic objects POINT, LINE, SURFACE, BODY. UDM uses two ele-
mental objects NODE, FACE. ARC isn’t proposed in this model. Each FACE is
defined by 3 NODEs, so the model reduces some NODE-ARC, ARC-FACE rela-
tionships. Some topology relationships such as NODE are on FACE, NODE in BODY
is not described. The obvious advantage of the UDM is the efficient data storage, the
object-oriented analysis which is used urban management applications and represen-
tation of faces and blocks based on triangulation.

2.1.5 CityGML Model
CityGML model by Groger and colleagues proposed in 2007 [8]. The idea behind this
model is to build a 3D city model as a model platform and open XML. The main
purpose of CityGML is to develop common definitions related to the entities, attributes,
and relationships in the model 3D cities to the different applications can share a
common data source. CityGML is represented by objects of geometry GML3. This
model is based on ISO 19107. Standard CityGML has an attribute not only space but
also a semantic attribute. CityGML model supports 5 levels of detail (LOD): LOD0 is
the most rugged, mostly 2.5D digital terrain model; LOD1 a block model, the buildings
are represented as blocks with flat roofs; in LOD2 more complex buildings can be
modeled, complex roof, settings such as stairs and balconies are available; LOD3
allow architectural models, may have detailed the walls, roof, doors gates, etc.; LOD4
completed LOD3 and include internal structure, such as guest rooms, doors, stairs,
furniture, etc. It can be shown the same object in different LOD.
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Author Kolbe and colleagues in 2009 [9] was used CityGML model and combined
building new models for application in a number of German cities. These cities
include, buildings, furniture, vegetation, land use, water areas, transportation (streets,
rails, etc.) are defined in modules subject matter may be open wide in the future.

2.1.6 Improved the CityGML Model
The author group Biljecki and colleagues [10] have improved CityGML model by
refining LODs. This improvement increases the level of detail of the detailed CityGML
from 5 to 16 the level of detail. This improvement is made using a geometric dis-
play. Each level of CityGML is smoothed over 4 times, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (see left
and right).

2.1.7 ELUDM Model for 2.5D Objects
ELUDM (Enhanced Levels of detail Urban Data Model) was a model proposed by P.V.
Dang and coworkers in 2011 [11]. These authors have proposed the addition of LOD
(Levels of Detail) and complex links between Surface, Line, Point and LOD to the
ELUDM to serve visual representation of 2.5D objects at multiple different levels. User
defines the number of levels. The diversity of the visualizing will respond the
requirements of different applications. This approach can extend for LOD of objects 3D
that not depend on semantic.

2.1.8 3D Array Model
Array 3D model was proposed by Rahman in 2005 [2, 3]. Models with simple data
structures used to represent most of the 3D object. The 3D elements in the Array have
the value 0, 1. In the description that the base value of 0, 1 describes the value that each
element in the 3D Array occupied by 3D objects. If a 3D object is being scanned in a
3D array which element of the array is initialized with the initial value 0. After
scanning to 3D objects, elements worth 1 present information for 3D objects. If
scanning 3D objects with high resolution, the size of the array in each direction will
increase as volumetric 3D data should describe also increased and require large storage
space.

(left) (right) 

Fig. 1. Visual illustration of 16 LODs smoother for a residential building [10]
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2.1.9 Octree Model
Octree model is an extension of the quadtree into the octal tree. Octree representation is
a 3D model based on volume [3, 15]. Octal tree gives us the picture, and this is a
method represented by the data structure tree. Generally, an octal tree is defined based
on a cube that contains the smallest 3D objects needs performing. Original cube will be
divided into 8 cube offspring. An octal tree is based on the decomposition of recursive
algorithm follow. Each Node in the tree is or leaf, or 8 seedlings. Each seedling will be
checked before being divided into 8 different seedlings.

2.1.10 CSG Model
The model CSG was proposed by Rahman in 2008 [2, 3]. CSG performed a 3D object
by combining the 3D element has been defined before. The basic 3D blocks such as:
cube, cylinder, and sphere. The relationship between the figures includes: transfor-
mation and the mathematical treatise storage class. These transformations include
translation, rotation, allowed to measure change. The comment class storages include
union, intersect and except. CSG is often used in CAD. CSG is very convenient in the
calculation of the volume of the object, so the CSG does not conform to the perfor-
mance for the objects have unusual geometric shapes.

2.1.11 Combined Model Between B-REP and CSG
Model B-REP + CSG by Chokri and colleagues were suggested in 2009 [12]. The
model is based on the idea of performing 3D objects by combining the two methods of
B-REP and CSG. In B-REP models using 4 basic object point, line, surface, and
solid. A line is defined by the first and last points 2. A surface is defined from a closed
string with or without direction. A surface may be full or empty. Empty_surface to
describe the gap. Many surfaces in the same plane make up Composit_surface. A solid
is represented by a set of surrounding surfaces. Solid may be full or empty. FULL_-
Solid is created by a set of scalar surfaces, so the interior of Solid is not modeled. In
CSG element objects include cylinders, spheres, and prisms. A CSG_Composit is the
union, intersect, and except of 2 Solids. The inside of Solids is not modeled. The cubes,
triangular prisms, polygonal prisms are the derivative objects of the prisms. The
advantage of this approach is based on the advantages of the B-REP method, which
demonstrates very well the external boundaries that make up the object and the
advantage of the CSG approach is the minimization of storage data (Table 1).

Table 1. Classification of the models

Model types Name of the models

B-REP (B) 3D Cadastral Model, TUDM Model, VRO-DLOD3D Model, UDM
Model, CityGML Model, Improved the CityGML Model, ELUDM
Model

VOXEL (V) 3D Array Model, Octree Model
CSG (C) CSG Model
COMBINING
B-V-C

B-REP and CSG
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2.2 Classification of the Models

The selection 3D data models to represent 3D GIS objects for a specific application will
determine the methods of storing, retrieving, managing, treating ways when the show
and the obvious required data is also different. A model can combine all areas is not
practical. The data models of the authors have proposed a paper analyzes aggregate,
and is divided into four main categories as follows:
Type 1: Representation of 3D objects by B-REP. B-REP method to represent a 3D

object-based element has been defined, including: Point, Line, and Surface,
Solid. B-REP suitable for representing 3D objects shaped conventional and
scalar. B-REP focuses on building objects and the relationships between
them [12].

Type 2: Representation of 3D objects by voxel elements, such as pixels in 2D GIS.
Voxel method represents a 3D object based on ideas split an object into sub-
elements, each element is called a voxel child [13]. One element to be
considered as a geographical space and is assigned by an integer [14].

Type 3: Representation of 3D objects by combining the basic 3D block (CSG) [2].
Type 4: Representation of 3D objects by combining three types above

2.3 Proposing Storage Structures and Interpolation Algorithms of 3D
Space Data

Through the summarizing and classification models of the authors represent proposed
above. We have the following comments below. Through these comments, we propose
to build the structures of spatial data storage for the components of a residential
building and the interpolation algorithms of 3D space data will be presented in Sect. 3
of this paper.
Comment 1: The models proposed by authors are most representative of type B-

REP.
Comment 2: The models proposed by authors are not to mention structure installed

in a database management system.
Comment 3: The data interpolation algorithms of 3D space has not been mentioned.
Comment 4: The combination of the spatial component into a residential building

also has not been mentioned.

3 Developing Data Structures and Interpolation Algorithms
of 3D Space Data

3.1 Developing 3D Space-Data Structures

Spatial data records shapes, sizes, and locations of 3D objects [6]. To manage spatial
data is a major challenge for researchers, including insert spatial data, update spatial
data, delete spatial data, query spatial data, and query spatial data over time.
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However, these are now multiple database management system support the spatial data
management, including Oracle database management system, but requires us to use and
implement combination the spatial data structure inherent in Oracle to build our own
structures effectively.

The EABNOF [1] is a reach extrusion based on non-overlapping traces to build the
model geometry and topology in the 3D Cadastral Model. EABNOF handles the case
of complex 3D blocks and the overlap between the overlapping traces of the input data
will be removed. There are three proposed evaluation criteria to identify and remove
the excess from the original and then the original versions of the composition space the
same 3D or the features of the link structure will be incorporated. CSG model [2, 3]
represents 3D objects by combining 3D elements (cube, cylinder, and sphere) have
been defined before. The relationship between the figures includes: transformation
(translation, rotation, measure change) and logical operations (union, intersect, and
except). B-REP + CSG model [12] represents 3D objects by combining the two
methods of B-REP and CSG. B-REP uses four basic objects point, line, surface, and
solid to representing 3D objects. The advantage of this approach is based on the
advantages of the B-REP method (which demonstrates very well the external bound-
aries that make up the 2D and 3D object.). Through these three approaches above, we
have seen that, the authors have not been mentioned construction of data structures as
well as construction of interpolation algorithms of 3D spatial data. These are the
premise for this paper proposing development of data structures as well as 3D spatial
data interpolation algorithms.

Developing the data structures for the 3D space component and rich diversity of
designs is a huge challenge. Within the limits of the paper, we will illustrate the spatial
components of a typical building, in order to satisfy the following criteria:
Criterion 1: Spatial components can be defined arbitrarily by user.
Criterion 2: Data structures are simple but still are able to govern space

components.
Criterion 3: Data structures must conform to spatial data interpolation algorithms.

In practice, some urban areas are always crowded in all aspects such as housing,
people, goods, vehicles, etc. We proposed scenario simulates a number of residential
areas, but only set topics centered on residential housing and grab space area on high
ground compensate for limited land funds. Figure 2 describes some residential areas
today which there are different types of housing and land built on limited funds. The
types of buildings have structural diversity, richness of design and challenge us to
represent them in 2D computer screen. There are a number of buildings in residential
areas are now built based on criteria overhead space taken up for the limited land fund,
which see Fig. 2 with Sunny and Bee villa. Bee Villa is built by combining the basic
components, including prismatic stand, prismatic triangle, prism quadrilateral, rectan-
gular, square, lines, and points (see Figs. 3 and 4). Figure 5 performs a combination of
basic components to form a residential building, these components including object
types need management space.
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Sunny Villa

Sunny Villa
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Bee Villa

Sunny Villa

Sunny Villa

Gold Villa

Fig. 2. Illustration of some residential area with residential buildings built on high space taken
up for the limited land funds
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Fig. 5. Processing of the basic components of a residential building on limited funds
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We categorized the space objects are as follows: Type 1: vertical or horizontal
prisms; Type 2: vertical or horizontal equilateral triangular prisms; Type 3: vertical or
horizontal equilateral rectangular prisms; Type 4: vertical or horizontal rectan-
gles; Type 5: vertical or horizontal squares; Type 6: vertical or horizontal lines; Type
7: Points. Therefore, we propose the representation of spatial objects by combining the
data structures available in the Oracle database management system to build the data
structures for the object types need to management takes illustrated in Fig. 5. Con-
struction general structure, including creating structure of nodes array contains nodes:
create type nodexyz as object (idn char (10 byte), x float, y float, z float), meanings is
object support to single data types; create or replace type arrnode is array of nodexyz,
meanings creating 2D object contains nodes. Objects in blocks: Structural represen-
tation of the object space is vertical or horizontal prisms; Vertical or horizontal equi-
lateral rectangular prisms; Vertical or horizontal equilateral rectangular prisms;
Vertical or horizontal pentagonal prisms by requiring users to provide data nodes
bottom, height h, and the type of the object space.

3.1.1 Creating Spatial Data Structure of Blocks Form

Table [blocks] (
 Idvl  char(10 byte)  not  null   constraint fkbl references villa(Idvl), 
 Idb  char(10 byte) not  null  constraint pk_blocks primary key, 
 Height float not  null,  --Height is attribute height indentify of object
 Typeshape nvarchar2(50 byte)  not  null, --Vertical:VY or Horizontal: HX or HZ
 Description nvarchar2(100 byte)  not  null, --Describling object of solid form
 Arraynode arrnode not  null --Arraynode is 2D array
);

3.1.2 Creating Data Sets of Spatial Objects into Structural Blocks
Insert into [blocks] values(‘VL1’, ‘B1’, 15, ’VY’, N ‘This is a vertical prism.’,
arraynode(nodexyz(‘N1’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N2’, x2, y2, z2), nodexyz(‘N3’, x3, y3,
z3), nodexyz(‘N4’, x4, y4, z4)));

Insert into [blocks] values(‘VL1’, ‘B2’, 7, ’HX’, N ‘This is a rectangular prism.’,
araynode(nodexyz(‘N5’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N6’, x2, y2, z2), nodexyz(‘N7’, x3, y3,
z3)));

Insert into [blocks] values(‘VL1’, ‘B3’, 6, ’VY’, N ‘This is vertical equilateral
rectangular prisms.’, arraynode(nodexyz(‘N8’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N9’, x2, y2, z2),
nodexyz(‘N10’, x3, y3, z3), nodexyz(‘N11’, x4, y4, z4)));

Insert into [blocks] values(‘VL1’, ‘B4’, 7, ’HX’, N ‘This is a horizontal rectangular
prisms.’, arraynode(nodexyz(‘N12’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N13’, x2, y2, z2), nodexyz
(‘N14’, x3, y3, z3), nodexyz(‘N15’, x4, y4, z4), nodexyz(‘N16’, x5, y5, z5)));
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3.1.3 Creating Spatial Database Structure of Flatbed Form

Table [flats] (
 Idvl  char(10 byte)  not null  constraint fk references villa(idvl), 
 Idf  char(10 byte) not  null  constraint pkflats primary key, 
 Typeshape nvarchar2(50 byte) null, --T:Triangle,R:Rectangle,S:Square, Surface 
 Description nvarchar2(100 byte)  not  null, --Describling object of flats form
 Arraynode arrnode not  null --Arraynode contains nodes
);

3.1.4 Creating Data Sets of Spatial Objects into Structural Flats
Insert into [flats] values(‘VL1’, ‘F1, ‘R’, N ‘This is rectangle.’, arraynode (nodexyz
(‘N17’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N18’, x2, y2, z2), nodexyz(‘N19’, x3, y3, z3), nodexyz
(‘N20’, x4, y4, z4)));

Insert into [flats] values(‘VL1’, ‘F2, ‘S’, N ‘This is square.’, arraynode (nodexyz
(‘N21’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N22’, x2, y2, z2), nodexyz(‘N23’, x3, y3, z3), nodexyz
(‘N24’, x4, y4, z4)));

Insert into [flats] values(‘VL1’, ‘F3, ‘L’, N ‘This is string line.’, arraynode
(nodexyz(‘N25’, x1, y1, z1), nodexyz(‘N26’, x2, y2, z2)));

Insert into [flats] values(‘VL1’, ‘F4’, ‘P’, arraynode(nodexyz(‘N27’, x1, y1, z1)),
null, N ‘This is point.’);

3.2 Developing 3D Spatial Data Interpolation Algorithms

Spatial data describes the shapes, sizes, and locations of spatial objects [6]. To rep-
resent objects in 3D, we have to provide them with positions in nodes in 3D, and then
take into account their shape and size. This paper applies the B-REP [12] approach to
represent 3D objects by boundaries. We propose to develop two algorithms: Algorithm
1 is capable of interpolating 3D data and is named Interpolation Algorithm (IA);
Algorithm 2 is capable of connecting nodes to form Lines, which represent 3D space
objects and is named Nodes Concatenation Algorithm (NCA). We see in Fig. 6 an
illustration of the composition of a residential building on a limited ground, and in this
context the role of the IA algorithm must be able to interpolation of 3D spatial data and
the role of the NCA algorithm must be able to connect the Nodes together to form
Lines, to visualize 3D objects. From Fig. 6, we detail the processing of IA and NCA
algorithms for visual representation of vertical prisms and horizontal triangular prisms,
as follows, we use two IA and NCA algorithms to represent the vertical prism (see
Fig. 7), next, we use two IA and NCA algorithms to represent the horizontal triangular
prism (see Fig. 8). Two ways of representation above (see Figs. 7 and 8) will illustrate
by two IA and NCA algorithms the following:
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4 Experiments

In this section, we have detailed the data storage structures and interpolation algorithms
of 3D spatial data, and have seen the challenges and difficulties of 3D spatial data
processing. To illustrate the results of this study in Sect. 3, we perform an empirical
installation on Oracle database administration and C# programming language [16–18]:
two IA and NCA algorithms; Data structures include: structure representing spatial
objects that are prismatic or vertical; The triangular prism is either vertical or hori-
zontal, by the users providing the bottom data, height h, and type of shape of the object.
Experimental results are visual representations of spatial components of a residential
building located on a narrow ground (see Figs. 9 and 10).

Fig. 9. A representation of urban areas including residential buildings and villas

Fig. 10. The form illustrating space components is grouped into a residential building
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5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes and synthesizes 3-4D space, time, and semantic data models
proposed by authors in the past. These models have contributed greatly to the long
history of the development of GIS. The paper classifies models into four main cate-
gories, namely, type 1 represents 3D objects by boundaries (B-REP); Type 2 represents
3D objects by voxel elements; Type 3 represents 3D objects by combining basic 3D
blocks (CSG); Type 4 represents 3D objects by combining these three types. By
classifying and making these observations, we propose the construction of data
structures and interpolation algorithms of 3D spatial data, which the authors did not
mention are detailed in the paper. Subsequently, the paper has been experimentally set
up by combining spatial components to build residential buildings located on narrow
ground by means of taking up space overhead to compensate for limited land funds. In
addition, the paper proposes the next direction of improvement of the patterns and
designs for 3D objects and the improvement of IA and NCA algorithms to eliminate the
remaining 3D space data nodes overlap when performing combining 3D space blocks.
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